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R O O T P R O J E C T We herein invite you to participate in the nonprofit RootProject 

by purchase of its cryptocurrency, the ROOTS token.

A cryptocurrency is brought together with proven innovations in 

nonprofit program delivery and a novel crowdfunding model. 

This combination amounts to a powerful new model of 

nonprofit funding that is made economically possible due to 

innovations in blockchain technology. The model aligns token 

holder interests with non-profit program participants, and is 

generalizable across most sectors of nonprofit activity.

The labor-intensive process of scaling local crowdfunding is 

made possible only by decentralized governance mechanisms 

built with the ROOTS token.  

Individuals and institutions can create crowdfunded projects.  

When the funding goal is met, RootProject or a partner 

nonprofit completes the project, sourcing labor from 

populations in need of job training.  This new model is called 

"laborless crowdfunding" because it fundamentally expands 

supply beyond the traditional crowdfunding model wherein the 

campaign initiator herself has had to complete the work.

Demand from tax-deductible donations to crowdfunding 

projects is channeled into demand for the token through three 

formal rules.  

First, instead of taking the standard ten percent crowdfunding 

fee, RootProject uses those funds to purchase its token on the 

open market. This is referred to as the “currency-as-fee” model.  

Second, a portion of wages is sent to a medium-term worker 

pension fund-like smart contract whose sole holding is ROOTS 

tokens. Workers are paid at the end of the day in local currency 

but an additional 50% is deposited on top of that into the 

pension fund-like entity. This fuels a systemic reduction in liquid 

token supply.  Third, large projects are negotiated with 

institutions.  As a one-off fee, RootProject negotiates a small 

purchase of currency which is then burned.

Sophisticated machine learning and real time data publication 

are used to endow the ROOTS token with expected price 

behavior desirable to quantitatively sophisticated individuals, 

reducing expected correlations to other cryptocurrencies. 

RootProject, a 501(c)(3) organization, implements the 

on-the-ground programs while partnering with other estab-

lished nonprofits. The RootProject Foundation is a decentralized 

token-administering foundation. The two interact solely through 

a subsidiary of the nonprofit’s, which purchases ROOTS tokens 

on the open market.
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SECTION I. 
PRODUCT 
OVERVIEW

Crowdfunding Platform

RootProject is a dual-facing app. The first face is a 

crowdfunding platform for local projects. A user will download 

the app or go to the website to start a new project. Mobile-first 

design allows her to propose a new project - e.g. cleaning the 

local playground - while she walks home. A budget and location 

will be entered, along with "before" images, a short description, 

and, if she would like, renderings of a completed project.

The user then either donates the project amount or makes some 

initial donation. If she doesn't cover the budget herself, she 

begins a traditional crowdfunding campaign.  Before, during and 

immediately after the crowdfunding campaign, budgetary, 

technical and legal elements are reviewed by RootProject's 

decentralized network.  That network is made economically 

feasible by the use of ROOTS tokens.

Donations are received, and within sixty days the minimum 

threshold is reached or the funds are returned. 

The total budget for the project is 85% of total donations; 3% 

is reserved for credit card and handling fees; 2% as an 

administration fee; 10% goes to he direct purchase of ROOTS 

tokens on the open market, increasing token demand.   

Non-project operating costs are covered by the ICO, 

subsequent token issuances and a portion of the 10% fee. 

85% is a higher project spend rate than most charitable 

organizations are capable of delivering, and in line with major 

international organizations.          

When everything is confirmed and ready to go, RootProject 

assigns a project foreman – a paid employee or contractor – 

and a budget for materials, tools and labor, aiming to hire a 

team that can finish the project in one day, if reasonable. A 

work start-date and meeting point is assigned.

Worker Platform

BACKGROUND

Albuquerque, NM introduced a now nationally-watched pro-

gram that is simple and powerful. A nonprofit employee 

drives a van around each morning, offering a day’s work to 

panhandlers. By any metric, it has been a spectacular 

success. In conjunction with another city program, 

Albuquerque has reduced unsheltered homeless by 80% and 

chronic homelessness by 40%; “by HUD’s definition, 

[Albuquerque has] functionally ended veteran homelessness.”1 

1 https://www.cabq.gov/mayor/priorities-ini-

tiatives/initiatives/theres-a-better-way



In other cities, programs to give smart phones to those in 

extreme poverty have been showen to be effective. For 

RootProject's program, the initial outreach in a new city will 

involve handing out phones with fingerprint sensors, a 

cryptowallet, and our app already intalled, along with a case 

and charger.

Participants will choose from projects that are listed, 

scheduling projects in their calendar, or reserving a spot for 

that day. Other workers will be recruited via a program 

similar to the Albuquerque, NM program. 

RootProject will work with city, state and non-profit officials 

o reduce the cost of worker recruitment.

Throughout the day, contact with workers will be used as an 

opportunity to offer basic services and goods. ocial workers 

trained in engaging with at-risk and highly underprivileged 

populations

Examples of goods and services that will be offered include 

tee-shirts and sunscreen or winter clothes; advice on shelter 

options and medical care facilities; and water bottles.

Upon the day's work being completed, "after" photos are 

taken. If the project is finished, the project initiator is invited 

to sign off, along with the foreman

Within an hour, payment will be disbursed to the worker's 

phone. Roughly two thirds of compensation will be in day 

wages, either at minimum wage or slightly above, whichever is 

appropriate for the local market. On top of wages in USD, 

50% of USD earned will be placed, in token form, in the user's 

medium-term "pension fund." These funds will only be 

released upon the worker meeting certain milestones, and 

then not in a lump sum but incrementally, beginning after six 

to eight quarters.

The medium-term "pension fund" will encourage saving and 

align the interest of workers and , as they 

both will enjoy benefits when ROOTS tokens appreciate in 

value.

Workers will store up funds to help pay for housing and 

getting back on their feet, investors will enjoy the reduced 

liquid token supply.  Incrementing the release of funds, as 

opposed to the release of a lump sum, is the 

recommendations of development and anti-poverty experts.
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For more details, see the Demand Growth and Supply 
Reduction section below.

Early, Recurring and Negotiated Large 
Projects

Scaling social programs is costly and time-consuming. 

RootProject will work with established nonprofits and social 

organizations to scale quickly as it builds out its own on-the-

ground staff. The alpha version of the crowdfunding platform, 

most vital for reducing liquid currency supply, was released 

three month before the ICO, or 4.5 months ahead of schedule.

Early scaling  efforts will involve a dedicated team and focus 

on generating national and international campaigns that will 

reduce early token supply. These staff-initiated large projects, 

negotiated with established institutions, involve a negotiated 

additional fee that will be dedicated to the early purchase and 

burn of RootProject's cryptocurrency. As RootProject builds 

its own institutional capacity, these early projects will be 

designed to maximize and build donor networks, and project 

institutional footprint at minimal labor cost. 

Leveraging Already-Scaled Networks

As an asset whose demand is supported by tax-deductible 

contributions that go towards highly visible projects, 

RootProject's currency is a unique opportunity for local 

elites, large donors and organizations that leverage pre-

existing networks of donors.  

These networks often tout email lists with several million 

active subscribers.  Through RootProject's 'hyper price 

competitiveness' channel (see Section III) these 

organizations open the door to exceptionally rapid early 

scaling of RootProject's operations.  
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The ROOTS token is a crypto asset designed in conjunction with a nonprofit institution. This asset-

institutional regime has been designed to create reduced supply and increasing demand for 

ROOTS tokens.

The token’s two main features are (1) A strict hard cap: Total token supply will never be increased, 

and will in fact be shrunk over time through several mechanisms. (2) Increasing token demand. 

Token demand comes from three sources:

(a) those that purchase the token on the open market;

(b) use of the token within the ecosystem;

(c) a set of rules that formally link asset purchases and the nonprofit institution’s activities.

As the organization scales and increases its institutional efficacy, demand increases. This feedback

loop between the asset and the organization creates a virtuous growth cycle.

Demand for tokens comes from three main sources.
I. The crowdfunding fee — that is, the 10% fee on donations to

particular projects — is used to purchase tokens on the open

market.

II. The pension fund contribution — funded like the rest of the

project budget - from crowdfunding donations to a particular

project - contributions are made in the form of ROOTS tokens

that are purchased on the open market and held by RootProject

in illiquid smart contracts.

III. Large deals with institutional donors — either seeking posi-

tive PR or to do social good — involve a small portion of dollars

going to the purchase and burn of tokens.

In short, while one can never predict with certainty future 

price movements, ROOTS tokens are designed to enjoy 

increasing demand and reducing supply. 

2017, RootProject ©
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SECTION II. 
ASSET-
ORGANIZA-
TIONAL 
OVERVIEW

RootProject ś Currency-Nonprofit Feedback Loop

01. Tax Deductible Donations

02. Crowdfunded Projects

04. Currency Aprreciation

05. Institutional
Growth

03. Crowdfunded Fee

ʻPensionʼ Fund
+



27300

2730

546

23205

819

1200

6000

864

3000

6470
3136

900
21570

2730

3000
5730
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Example – A Typical Project

The average crowdfunding project on Kickstarter is approximately 

$7,000. Some of the costs of such small projects are hidden by "free" 

labor from the project initiator. Labor costs cannot be hidden in 

RootProject budgeting, since day labor is one of the central points of 

RootProject. Labor costs will also be higher, as the pension-like fund 

and job training costs raises labor costs above market rate.  

Fortunately, most donations to projects listed on RootProject will be 

tax deductible.  This tax subsidy more than cancels out higher labor 

costs.  Finally community projects tend to be larger than typical "solo" 

crowdfunding ventures such as creating an album or novel.

Examining several proposed projects, as well as successful 

crowdfunding ventures on other sites, and adjusting for the above 

factors, we project an average project budget of about $27,000. 

While the total amount of currency put into the pension-like fund will 

vary from project to project, the below figures are typical. In total, a 

typical project would generate open market purchases of ROOTS 

tokens of approximately $5,730.

CROWDFUNDED REVENUE

PROJECT EXPENSES

ROOTS Purchase

Overhead Admin Fee

Project Costs

Credit Card Fees

Project Staff Costs

Project Manager

Worker Wages

Payroll Expenses

Worker pension-like fund contribution 

Project Supplies

Construction Items 

Gardening Supplies 

Other

Total Project Expenses

Roots Purchase (10% fee)
Roots Purchase (Pension-like fund) 

Total Roots Purchased

10%

2%

85%

3%

12%

50%

# of days to complete project at 8hr/day
# of workers at 8hr/day
Worker Day Rate
Project Manager Day Rate

5
10
120
2402017, RootProject ©
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SECTION 

Tokens and Decentralization

The economics of decentralization differ if contribution to 

the system is mostly passive - mining - as opposed to active - 

e.g. using your local knowledge to analyze a project's budget.

RootProject's is an active contribution system.

Building systems of decentralized active contribution is 

primarily a process of creating     deeply incentivized ecosystem 

participants .  Labor requires higher returns in the context of 

non-hierarchical institutions.  

Tokens bring many benefits, but their most powerful  

feature, economically speaking, is their capacity to reshape 

participants' expected return structures.

To use a stylized example, consider a participant in a fiat 

ecosystem. Having previously earned $10,000, she earns 

$100, and expects her contributions to increase ecosystem 

market value by 1%. Her expected return remains $100.

In a tokenized system,  she earns $100 worth of tokens.  She 

holds $10,000 worth of the token.  Her expected return 

becomes $100 + 1% * ( $10,000 + $100) = $201.

This simplified example illustrates a nearly costless doubling 

of participant utility.  Likewise, it shows how token holders 

are incentivized to become active ecosystem participants.

Ecosystem participants need not be only individuals.  

Nonprofits carry greater organizational capacity than 

individuals but enjoy a greater tradition of collaboration 

than for-profits.  They are therefore an ideal 

organizational type to scale on-the-ground services in a 

decentralized system.

It is important when picturing ecosystem participants to 

think both of individuals and institutions.  

Token - Ecosystem Channels 

Traditional monetary economics examines how monetary 

policy affects the economy through various  channels.  For 

instance, monetary policy influence on growth via interest 

rate fluctuations is referred to as the 'interest rate 

channel.'

Describing the role of the token in this way is useful 

because it grounds discussion in a pre-existing literature 

and forces a description of the precise mechanisms by 

which token design affects ecosystem growth and 

outcomes.

III. THE
ROLE OF
THE
TOKEN



THE         CURRENCY-AS-FEE   CHANNEL is one of several main 

channels by which RootProject reduces liquid supply of its own 

token.  It creates two distinct channels.

THE  DIRECT SUPPLY REDUCTION CHANNEL is the simplest 

mechanism.  By taking the standard crowdfunding fee but 

purchasing ROOTS on the open market with that fiat 

currency, a simple, direct connection between community 

crowdfunding and liquid supply reduction is established.  

Expectations of that reduction generate higher expected 

returns from token holders and ecosystem participants.  

THE HYPER PRICE COMPETITIVENESS CHANNEL is another 

result of the currency-as-fee model. It is particularly 

important for early scaling of RootProject's ecosystem, and 

has already attracted significant attention from household 

name charities. 

The main point of the currency-as-fee model is to reduce 

liquid token supply without distorting price relative to supply 

and demand.  RootProject generally holds, as ROOTS, as much 

of the fee as operational expenses allow.  The price-relevant 

point, however, is that the tokens are rendered illiquid via a 

smart contract, not who is holding that smart contract.  

Large ecosystem participants who bring exceptional value to the 

ecosystem are allowed to hold their own "fee" in a smart contract, 

released after two years.  This soaks up liquid supply, supporting the 

value of  ROOTS tokens, but allows major stakeholders to use the 

platform literally for free.

RootProject's currency-as-fee model is an example of a model that 

not only requires a token, but creates profound competitive 

advantages relative to non token-based market strategies.

THE ECOSYSTEM RESERVE CHANNEL - As RootProject's hyper 

price competitiveness helps carve out early market share, significant 

accumulated capital will be locked in smart contracts.  Contract 

holders may, however, access that capital to use in the RootProject 

ecosystem.  This trapped capital encourages (1) new project 

initiators to choose RootProject over other crowdfunding platforms; 

(2) successful project initiators to become donors; and (3) successful

project initiators to undertake new projects.

By itself, the currency-as-fee portion of the reserve channel is 

significant.  However, it is only one of several mechanisms that 

generate significant trapped capital.  Combined, these sources, over 

time, should greatly reduce liquid supply and create overwhelming 

competitive advantages vis-a-vis other crowdfunding platforms.    
2017, RootProject ©
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THE "PENSION FUND"    CHANNEL - Workers earn wages or 

salary in local currency.  On top of that, though, is 

RootProject's generous pension fund-like entity.  Day labor 

workers may use a limited portion of their holdings to donate 

to local projects.  All other employees may participate in the 

ecosystem with whatever portion they choose. 

THE LARGE FUND PURCHASE CHANNEL - Section IV outlines 

the negotiated large fund donation - token purchase hybrid 

that is made possible by RootProject's introduction of a token 

into a community crowdfunding model. 

Such donation - token purchase hybrids can be negotiated 

using several "carrots," including a small discount from 

market rates to entice volume purchases or major donor-

fueled projects.  RootProject will insist in such cases that a 

small portion of purchased tokens will be locked until used in 

the ecosystem.  

THE ON-THE-GROUND CHANNEL - As RootProject grows its 

institutional capacities, it can offer partnerships and services 

that other nonprofits will find attractive.  By negotiating the 

purchase and use of its token as one part of these 

partnerships, RootProject's on-the-ground nonprofit becomes 

2. “Pension” Fund

The next major innovation to drive the removal of liquid token 

supply is the RootProject “pension” fund. An empirical fact of 

development literature and studies of extreme poverty is the 

a tool of its monetary policy, as well.

Through the currency-as-fee, pension and large fund purchase, and 

on-the-ground channels, RootProject  creates a set of policy 

mechanisms by which its ecosystem reserve channel should 

generate powerful market advantages relative to its crowdfunding 

competitors.  

THE ECOSYSTEM PARTICIPANT CHANNEL -  RootProject reserves a 

portion of its token stock to reward ecosystem participants such as 

professional project initiators, economic researchers, project 

reviewers and major partner nonprofits.  By tweaking these 

compensation structures as appropriate, RootProject can "pump 

the gas" or "pump the breaks" on ecosystem growth and the 

correlated expected value of ROOTS      tokens.

INTEREST ALIGNMENT - One of the most expansive, powerful 

arguments for ecosystem-specific tokens in the context of 

community-related organization involve coalition building, which 

happens primarily through the alignment of economic interests.  

Creating an asset that is shared across class and group alignments 

in an historically novel manner is an important economic 

development.  It is an application of the most basic

2017, RootProject ©
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consensuses of political science into token economic modeling.

The above channels bear almost no resemblance to the policy 

tools of a central bank.  However, like a well-run central bank's 

policy tools, they amount to powerful, credible mechanisms by 

which to grow a token's ecosystem and defend its value.  They 

are far from omnipotent, but if deployed prudently, they are 

capable of generating real value in its ecosystem.

Token Functions In the Ecosystem

The above is the economic substance of the token's effects on 

the RootProject ecosystem.  The actual token functions are 

below.  They are explained in more detail elsewhere in the 

business plan but gathered here with short for clarity.  

"PENSION FUND" - Instead of exporting value generated in the 

ecosystem to other financial assets, RootProject accomplishes 

a number of goals by keeping day worker and employee  

medium term pension fund-like compensation in ROOTS 

tokens.  

For day workers, the system of smart contracts disburse 

payments conditional on individualized goals being met; e.g. 

substance abuse seminars being attended.  

STAKE TO FLAG - Decentralized curation of local community 

projects is vital.  The reason that a crowdfunding platform 

combined with an on-the-ground organization has not already 

become a successful business model is the cost of information 

about local conditions; e.g. material costs and permitting 

requirements.  Such high information costs prevent scaling, as 

it is expensive to aggregate and subject to frequent change.  

By incentivizing those who already have such knowledge off 

the top of their heads - e.g. the local contractor - to 

participate in the system, the cost of that information drops 

from very high to very low.  Creating a small cost to flag a 

project and giving rewards for correctly-flagged projects 

requires a token, and it is a very efficient way to create a 

community review system.

NONPROFIT COORDINATION - Voting on coordinated 

projects cannot proceed on a one-organization-one-vote 

principal.  Involvement in projects must have some 

economically relevant measure.  Weighting by the portion of 
2017, RootProject ©
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ROOTS  tokens within a community is an ideal way to measure 

degree of stakeholding among participants. 

COMMUNITY CROWDFUNDING VOTING - Among individuals, 

voting on local ecosystem governance and project agendas also 

must be weighted by the degree of activity and buy-in in a 

system.  In the absence of such weighting, free rider and other 

classic collective action problems arise.  By rewarding 

ecosystem participation, deeply incentivized participants are 

created, while the decentralized nature of the system allows it 

to be adaptive to very different community settings.  

TOKEN PURCHASE - DONATION HYBRIDS - As a crypto asset 

that, while having the potential to appreciate in value, is 

directly associated with the well being of a city's most 

vulnerable, ROOTS is designed to bring value from those that 

would not typically participate in nonprofit endeavours.  

In short, tokens are an ideal tool for community-focused 

ecosystems.  While novel at first glance, the design of 

RootProject ecosystem is actually just an extension of some of 

the very most basic consensuses of mainstream political 

science and economics into the world of crypto assets.   
2017, RootProject ©
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DEMAND 
GROWTH & 
SUPPLY 
REDUCTION

RootProject’s new cryptocurrency, ROOTS, is built for 

cointegration around easy-to-discern supply and demand 

data which will be made public in real time.2 Because currency 

demand will be partially a function of crowdfunding 

campaigns that can be assessed in real time, and because 

supply is strictly limited to a hard cap, this predictability 

should, theoretically, produce price behavior desirable for 

investors generally, especially those with larger portfolios.3

ROOTS is a currency designed to enjoy demand growth and 

liquid supply reduction through three distinct, core 

innovations.

SECTION IV. 



2 In particular, XTxK  may in reality be home to a K large enough to produce 

biased estimates of cointegration due to overfitting. However each Xt can, by 

explicit design, be constructed with just K = 2  as  Et-1(Xt), where one column is a 

measure of expected currency supply, the other expected currency demand. 

This exceptionally easy modeling process should, through automated trading 

strategies, enhance the power of the equilibrium, theoretically reducing correla-

tions with other cryptocurrencies and asset classes.

3 All statements concerning currency design are merely theoretical and subject 

to being swamped by speculative behavior or other variables. They represent 

only the design intentions of Dr. Judge, not claims to actual performance. 

Investing in cryptocurrencies is risky and should only be engaged in with funds 

that one is willing to lose.

4 Via the organizational growth channel, donation growth reduces coin supply 

exponentially.

5 To be clear, this effect will persist, though, as ‘pension’ payments are struc-

tured to nearly always be outstripped by incoming deposits, thus perpetually 

reducing liquid token supply.
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1. The Crowdfunding Platform

The first core innovation is a novel crowdfunding platform. A 

significant portion of each funded project’s donations go to 

the removal of coins from the market, through three main 

channels: (1) 10% of funds raised, upon the funding threshold 

being reached, goes directly to token purchases, instead of 

traditional crowdfunding fees;  (2) via the portion of labor 

costs that goes to the “pension fund;”  (3) large donor 

projects that, in addition to (1) and (2) have an extra fee 

that goes to purchasing coins on the open market and 

burning that supply.

Thus donations to the crowdfunding platform, in their first-

order effects, reduce token supply linearly.4 This effect should 

be particularly powerful in the first two years, when the 

‘pension’ fund releases negligible payments.5

Several important innovations over existing crowdfunding 

models will generate rapid, regular demand growth. They are 

each related to, and allowed by, RootProject’s “Laborless 

Crowdfunding” (LC) model, a profound innovation in crowd-

funding design.

Laborless Crowdfunding

RootProject is a crowdfunding platform where project 

initiators are not required to do much work after a project is 

funded. On Kickstarter, a successful campaign may lead to 

years of painstaking work after completion. With 

RootProject, on the other hand, other people’s day-labor, 

baked into the budget of the project, is a major point of the 

project. From an economists’ perspective it is hard to 

overstate the LC model’s importance.



6 To be clear, the currency is not directly tax subsidized, 

merely one important source of demand for it. Projects 

will have to adhere to particular guidelines to allow their 

donations to be tax-deductible. We will work with tax 

authorities to make these guidelines as clear and simple 

as possible.

2017, RootProject ©
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As a corollary to the labor-free crowdfunding model, a mo-

bile-first, easy-to-use approach is meant to encourage 

sponta-neous fundraising drives: Something is seen in the 

neighborhood that needs improving, and a crowdfunding 

campaign is set up in three to five minutes on someone’s 

phone. Geolocation tags will allow each person in a 

neighborhood to learn of a new project. If a person opts in to 

push notifications, they can learn about a project currently 

being crowdfunded as they walk by its location.

Burnishing Reputations
Organizing crowdfunding campaigns is often the most 

socially visible act a person engages in. Whether projects are 

initiated by local (international) elites or by regular people, 

the project’s social value to local elites, organizations, 

businesses and individuals creates a powerful web of 

motivated actors that create effective campaigns.

The conjunction of LC, ease-of-use and reputation 

burnishment is designed to create motivation for a very low-

cost (to the project initiator and donors) version of local 

activist-entrepreneurism. Creative solutions for whatever is 

wrong in a neighbor-hood, fixed by giving jobs to the most 

vulnerable – who would not want to be associated with that?

Creating Professional Community-Improvers: 
Rewarding Project Initiators
A portion of RootProject’s currency, 5%, will be reserved to reward the top tier 

of project initiators. In order to keep the curated crowdfunding site free of 

clutter projects, rewards will be given out to particular project initiators along 

very strict guidelines. For example, a very high portion, 90%, of projects started 

by a project initiator must reach their funding threshold; initial budget 

estimates must not be regularly subject to major revision by RootProject staff; 

a high portion of projects must achieve tax deductible status; and so on. Liquid 

supply released to the market via rewards to the upper echelon of project 

initiators will always be greatly outstripped by the liquid supply removal 

created by the projects they initiate.

Tax-Deductibility
RootProject will register as a non-profit and adhere to industry best-practices. 

Most – though not all – projects will be tax deductible from the donor’s 

perspec-tive. In particular, 90% of funds raised go directly to the crowdfunded 

program. This portion, less the cost of the ‘pension fund’ contribution baked 

into the proj-ect budget, will be tax deductible.

As unlikely as it sounds, this crowdfunding - token purchase linkage may well 

mean that RootProject’s currency will effectively be the world’s first tax-

subsidized cryptocurrency.6 Structurally, this is only possible because of 

RootProject’s LC model: Since RootProject is implementing the project, the 



project will fall under RootProject's tax status, not that of the 

project initiator's.

Private Projects

Reputation-enhancing LC campaigns make it easy to organize 

a campaign. Tax-deductibility make it easy to contribute to 

cam-paigns. Still, private businesses play a vital role in the 

public space of cities and towns. While some campaigns 

spearheaded by local businesses will not enjoy tax deductibility, 

the profit motive of small businesses should be harnessed.

By encouraging customers to crowdfund improvements to le-

gally private but publicly accessible space, RootProject’s 

curren-cy will enjoy a steady source of demand: Business 

owners enjoy capital improvements without labor or capital 

costs, customers enjoy the improved space, and workers enjoy 

the wages.re-ex-isting donor networks. 

2. “Pension” Fund

The next major innovation to drive the removal of liquid token 

supply is the RootProject “pension” fund. An empirical fact of 

development literature and studies of extreme poverty is the 

reducing marginal utility of higher wages, relative to additional, 

structured incentives like health and savings plans.

By creating an institution that takes a large portion of compensation 

from every project and locks it away in a medium term “pension fund” 

whose sole holding is ROOTS tokens, RootProject both maximizes its 

social good and generates a high, steady rate of liquid token supply 

re-duction. This is particularly true for the first 18-24 months, when 

“pension” fund disbursements are minimal to nonexistent. 

Even after this point, the pension disbursement rates are designed to 

generally be, at the aggregate level, dramatically outstripped by the 

pension deposit rate. 

Large Fund Purchases

Once a suitable market track record has been established, large 

investment funds may find the risk and return profile of the ROOTS, 

combined with its charitable PR advantages, to be an uniquely 

attractive investment. We will leverage our inherent PR advantage to 

encourage large-scale buy-and-hold and buy-and-burn strategies 

among institutional investors. In addition, we will negotiate, as part of 

larger deals with institutions, the deposit of tokens in a fund that 

locks currency away multiple years via a smart contract.2017, RootProject ©
Confidential & Proprietary.
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3. Interest Group Alignment

Like most political economists and economists who have care-

fully considered cryptocurrencies, what particularly fascinates 

Dr. Judge about cryptocurrencies is the ability to create new 

systems that organically align the interests of groups that pre-

viously shared divergent policy or market outcome preferences.

Currency Appreciation and Direct Social Good

Via the “pension fund” and other channels, currency apprecia-

tion is a direct social good. The economic well-being of 

“pension” holders – society’s most vulnerable – is directly 

harmed by any reduction in currency value. This – from a moral, 

public relations and strategic perspective – puts a break on any 

action to water down currency value that is,

(a) more powerful than any policy promise could be;

(b) an incentive structure that strengthens over time. The larger

the “pension fund” gets, the greater the cost and impact of any

action that risks reducing currency value.

Investor-Extreme Poverty Alignment

Typically the wealthiest and the poorest are not viewed as sharing 

much in common. The knock-on effects of these two groups sharing 

strong interest alignment will be fascinating to see unfold. In partic-

ular, the interests of political figures that would like to help the poor 

and investors that would like to see asset appreciation would be 

strongly aligned. The urban political coalitions this alignment would 

create could generate policy outcomes advantageous to both 

groups and RootProject.
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SECTION V: 
COMPETITIVE 
ANALYSIS

 As a nonprofit with a truly new funding model, RootProject is in the rare market position of 

being without competition. Other nonprofits, as their name suggest, are not motivated by profits 

or defeating competitors, but by achieving policy goals. Cooperation among nonprofits is 

therefore high. This cooperation means that existence of other nonprofits operating in similar 

areas strengthens, not weakens, RootProject’s institutional capacity.

 The team, therefore, not ‘market’ structure is the main determinate of success. As RootProject 

builds out a world-class set of advisors to guide its scaling challenges, its team has been 

designed to meet the challenges RootProject faces. From startup scaling to technical and 

academic expertise, the crypto world to high finance, global investors to the California 

Governor’s office, the RootProject team has the experience and skills to get the job done.



CHRIS PLACE

COFOUNDER

Chris is a cofounder of Prepd and a Y Combinator 

fellow. Prepd has enjoyed over $5 million is sales in 

its first 1.5 years.

Chris holds a BA (Hons) in industrial design, and 

has worked with award-winning designers on glob-

ally recognized brands. He has years of marketing 

experience in traditional and start-up settings.

Chris is from London and divides his time between 

New York and Hong Kong.

DR. NICHOLAS ADAMS JUDGE
COFOUNDER & CEO

A political economist, Nick received his PhD from 

the Department of Political Science at the Univer-

sity of Wisconsin-Madison in 2013. His dissertation 

explored inferential and numerical optimization 

issues in the most sophisticated models used in in-

ternational currency markets.

Before he founded and built wander+, he worked as 

a big data programmer at Revolution Analytics 

(acquired by Microsoft). Nick is from Boston and 

currently lives in New York City.
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ZAC FILAN

PRINCIPAL SOFTWARE ENGINEER

Zac is a Principal Software Engineer at Allscripts, 

where he is the Technical Lead of an Agile Scrum 

team. He has spent more than two decades in en-

gineering roles, roughly half that time at IBM.

In his spare time he has taught Software Systems 

Analysis and Design at the university level. He 

holds an MS and BS in Computer Science.

ANTON KRAMINKIN

DEVELOPMENT DIRECTOR

Anton is an economist and an early blockchain en-

thusiast.

Having first invested in Bitcoin in 2012, he has par-

ticipated in numerous pre-ICOs and ICOs. Anton 

recently worked at Oliver Wyman, a leading inter-

national management consultancy firm.

He graduated from the top-ranked University of 

Warwick (UK) with a degree in economics, and will 

soon start an M.A. in the social sciences at the Uni-

versity of Chicago.
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MARK STREETER

HEAD OF INVESTOR OUTREACH

Mark has ten years’ experience at Asia’s leading 

brokerage firm. Over the course of a career that 

has spanned three continents - Europe, Asia and 

North America - he has had the opportunity to 

work with and understand the investment styles, 

approaches, and needs of major institutional inves-

tors and leading minds in the global financial 

sector. He leads RootProject’s large investor out-

reach program. Mark currently lives in Tokyo.

DAVID RICHEY

DIRECTOR OF COMMUNICATIONS

With a deep understanding of how politics and 

public policy impact communications, David has 

spent his career delivering results in challenging en-

vironments on behalf of high-profile companies, 

elected officials and organizations. 

Previously, David led communications and 

stakeholder engagement efforts for California Gov. 

Arnold Schwarzenegger on issues ranging from 

renewable energy to education. Most recently, he 

spearheaded corporate communications for a 

publicly traded biotechnology and energy company 

in Silicon Valley.

He holds a masters degree in public policy from the 

University of California at Berkeley. 
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DR. STUART KOMAN

ADVISOR

Stuart is the founder, president and CEO of 

Walden Behavioral Care and its nonprofit Walden 

Center for Education and Research. Dr. Koman has 

more than 30 years of experience leading and scal-

ing behavioral health care organizations. 

Walden has provided service to more than 15,000 

patients during his tenure. He is an inspiration to 

RootProject and is helping assemble a world class 

panel of experts to guide RootProject’s scaling of 

service delivery to vulnerable populations. He re-

ceived his PhD from Duke University.

DR. ASHLEY HOOPER

ADVISOR

A Senior Economist at Keystone Strategy, Ashley 

received her PhD from the Department of 

Economics at the University of California-San 

Diego.

Previous to Keystone she was the acting Head of 

CRE and CMBS Research at Deutsche Bank, 

recently the largest CRE lender in the world.

Ashley grew up in Maryland and lives in San 

Francisco.
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TOMAS GRAHAM

ADVISOR

Co-founder at Codec.ai, an AI and machine 

learning marketing company. 

Prior to codec, Tom founded MapD with a friend 

at MIT. A Harvard Law School alumnus and 

cryptocurrency regulatory expert, Tom Speaks 

Mandaring.  

Most recently, Tom guided the sale of 

Quantstamp's token.

CHRIS MIESS

ADVISOR

Former CFO at TenX, where they conducted the 

largest ICO in Asia with $80M raised. Previously, 

he worked in M&A at Goldman Sachs in London. 

Chris is also the founder and CEO of Iconic 

Partners, the leading ICO consulting and 

investment company in Asia.  Most recently, Iconic 

was integral in completing the highly successful 

Gifto sale
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GARRET MACDONALD

ADVISOR

Garrett brings a strong a technical blockchain 

background, as well as business development 

experience, from working in the bitcoin and fin-

tech startup sectors.  Previously, Garrett founded 

Cognitive, the first company to develop Field 

Programmable Gate Array technology for hash 

validation in the blockchain space. 

During its operation, Cognitive was the most well-

renowned company in the bitcoin mining industry. 
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ALEX YAMASHITA

ADVISOR

Founding partner at TLDR, the crypto marketing 

and investment firm. 

He is currently busy helping TLDR build out a 

global network, partnering with firms such as 

WeWork. Before crypto, Alex was a successful 

entrepreneur, in and out of the field of finance. He 

worked at Goldman Sachs and has an economics 

degree from Yale University.



CHRISTOPHER HEYMANN

ADVISOR

Blockchain engineer and partner at the crypto 

angel fund 1kx—so named after the returns they 

enjoyed after participation in ether’s presale.

He is motivated by building a decentralized 

economy and a new internet where corporate 

hierarchy plays second fiddle to citizen interest 

and engangement.

Cristopher has advised blockchain firms both on 

their technical build and on ICO execution.
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RootProject has already reached its first 

important milestone, raising over $500,000 USD 

in its pre-ICO, five times its goal. 

Here is a clear outline of our upcoming milestones.
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01.

ROOTS Tokens: Pre-ICO – 

SUCCESS - raised 

approximately $500,000, 

or five times its goal.

02.

MVP – Alpha version 

of crowdfunding site 

October, 2017

03.

ICO – Dates announced 

in January, 2018, hard 

capped at $13 million.

04.

RootProject Pilot City 

expansion - Q1 2018

05.

RootProject full crowdfund-

ing app completed March 

2018

06.

Worker's app 

completed Q2 2018

07.

Post-Pilot City expansion 

(15+ cities) July 2018

08.

Full national expansion Q2 

2019

10.

Full non-US expansion Q1 

2020 onward

09.

Non-US national pilot 

cities Q3 2019

SECTION VI: 
RISK-
MITIGATING 
MILESTONES



Professional Project Initiators

10% of RootProject’s token supply is devoted to funding the 

decentralized operation of much of the consumer-facing 

crowdfunding app. Creating a class of professional project 

initiators is the largest expense within this.

Professional project initiators are individuals with design and 

construction experience who will be compensated in ROOTS 

tokens after projects are successfully funded and completed. 

Anyone can initiate a project. However, in order to be a profes-

sional project initiator a track record of successful projects 

needs to be maintained. At least 3 projects, with a 90% project 

success rate, needs to be crowdfunded and successfully built 

without major revisions to project budget.

Professional project initiators are at the heart of RootProject’s 

marketing plans because small businesses are some of the 

strongest potential clients for RootProject. They can inititate a 

project on publicly accessible private property; for instance, the 

street front of a café. They can appeal to their customers and 

neighbors to help fund the project. The visibility gains they 

enjoy for their business are long-lasting and significant. 

The cost to their business is zero, and the act of coordinating a 

crowdfunding campaign builds community around their 

business.

Professional project initiators can approach small businesses 

with plans that make sense for that business and that area. 

Because RootProject provides the labor to actually complete 

the project and the project initiator coordinates with the owner 

on the details of the project the cost is very small to the owner 

but the gains are very large.

Inherent Visibility

Another natural strength of RootProject’s marketing is the in-

herently visible, literally on the street nature of most projects. 

Workers will wear branded clothing while working. When 

entering a new market, projects will be prioritized that change 

highly visible areas in press attention-grabbing fashion. 

Natural conversation and press coverage will follow.

2017, RootProject ©
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MARKETING 
PLAN

SECTION VII: 



A Note on Token Distribution

RootProject is presenting a new model of nonprofit financing. 

It is doing so in the hopes that nonprofits in other areas copy 

its funding model once it is proven a success. As such, the 

founders are aware their actions may set important 

precedents for other founders.

The founders initially proposed taking 0% of the token stock, 

leaving 10% for employees to align management interest with 

token purchasers.  As the first private sale of the token got 

underway, however, large token purchasers insisted the 

founders take a substantial portion of the token stock.

Caught between their initial pledge and discouraging the very 

buy-and-hold purchasers that create value in an ecosystem, 

the founders agreed to take 15% of the token stock.  However, 

they pledged to roll those profits over into future nonprofit 

endeavours.  

�e Basics and RootProject Financial
Modeling Working Policies

Financial planning for token-issuing companies is complicated. If 

the historical average token price change of competently run 
2017, RootProject ©
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Please send an email to info@rootproject 

to request the fully detailed financial projections.

post-successful ICO companies was used as a benchmark, in-

vestor profit and operating revenue would be so large as to 

appear unrealistic.

We have chosen a conservative financial working theory: Root-

Project’s operating costs should largely be covered by its 

share of crowdfunding revenue, as opposed to funds from the 

ICO and eventual subsequent token disbursements. Funds 

from token disbursements will fund a capital reserve and 

future expansion, while the crowdfunding app will fund the 

day-to-day operating costs.

The second major working theory is to exclude large, one-off 

negotiated deals from our financial projections. RootProject is 

designed, in part, as a tool to bring together powerful 

stakeholders. This creates potential for both long-term and 

early scalability. However, these discrete, one-off events are  

like future token value – difficult to reasonably financially 

model. Therefore the most conservative financial projection 

method is to simply exclude such events from modeling. These 

two working theories, we believe, are the safest way to build 

a culture of prudence that, while focused on tech start-up-

esque growth, pursues financial policies as prudent as a well-

established nonprofit.

SECTION 
VIII: 
FINANCIALS



Expansion, Token Supply Schedule and the 
Big Picture

Regardless of the token disbursement schedule, expansion time 

schedules will be subject to alteration as RootProject begins 

its extensive economic modeling of pilot city data.

The financial goal of expansion can be restated as one dollar 

spent on expansion exceeding one dollar channeled back into 

token value via the portion of post-expansion crowdfunding 

projects that are devoted to open market purchase of ROOTS 

tokens.

Because the founders are not taking tokens for their personal 

profit, a larger pool of expansion funds than normal is 

available. The most difficult and complex technical work 

involves economic modeling of RootProject’s ecosystem. 

RootProject’s tech build, however, is fairly simple – 

crowdfunding apps have existed for some time. Therefore, 

RootProject will be able to spend a large portion of its funds 

on expansionary activity.

Starting Figure

Crowdfunding is a rapidly growing space. Kickstarter last year 

managed approximately $600m in funds raised for projects 

that met or exceeded their goal. By focusing on large projects 

and initiating partnerships with established nonprofits, a 

roughly $15m target for 2018 is reasonable.
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�e Numbers

Included here is a five year projection of 
costs and revenue from the 
crowdfunding platform, integrating the 
above logic. Net Income is the dependent 
variable for the organizational operating 
costs, while the final row, the Net Open 
Market Purchases, shows how much 
demand for ROOTS tokens will stem 
directly from the nonprofit’s activity. 
Because of the very conservative nature 
of some of the assumptions outlined 
above, this number should be viewed as 
a conservative baseline more than as a 
true projection.

For a more detailed breakdown of these 
numbers, please email 
info@RootProject.co
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# of Campaigns

INCOME

Expenses
Admin Costs
Salaries
Payroll Taxes
Professional Fees
Travel Expenses
Insurance
Office Expenses
Marketing Expenses
Computer & Equipment
Incidentials

Project Costs
Project Expenses
Credit Card Fee
RootProject Admin Fee

Total Expenses
Net Income
Admin Costs as % of Crowdfunding Revenue

Pension Fund Intake
Token Buy Back
Pension Fund Disbursement
Net Open Market Purchases

12%

10%
0.5%

85%
3%
2%

17%
10%

544

14,688,000

14,688,000

1,695,000
203,400

24,000
633,600
186,600
168,000

2,126,020
20,000
73,440

12,484,800
440,640

(293,760)

17,761,740
(3,073,740)

34.3%

2,122,416
1,468,800

3,591,216

4,800

129,600,000

129,600,000

4,956,150
594,738
24,000

662,400
1,031,625
588,750

6,378,060
22,000

648,000

110,160,000
3,888,000

(2,592,000)

126,361,723
3,238,277

11.0%

18,727,200
12,960,000

(360,811)
31,326,389

12,000

324,000,000

324,000,000

17,786,500
2,134,380

24,000
694,080

3,757,320
1,830,000
12,792,240

24,200
1,620,000

275,400,000
9,720,000

(6,480,000)

319,302,719
4,697,281

12.0%

46,818,000
32,400,000
(3,544,435)
75,673,565

24,000

648,000,000

648,000,000

35,585,181
4,270,222

24,000
728,928

7,534,750
3,240,000

25,584,480
26,620

3,240,000

550,800,000
19,440,000

(12,960,000)

637,514,180
10,485,820

11.9%

93,636,000
64,800,000
(11,503,495)
146,932,505

36,000

972,000,000

972,000,000

54,435,776
6,532,293

24,000
767,261

11,419,146
4,230,000
19,188,360

29,282
4,860,000

826,200,000
29,160,000

(19,440,000)

937,406,118
34,593,882

9.9%

140,456,000
97,200,000
(27,421,615)

210,232,385

77,344

2,088,288,000

2,088,288,000

114,458,606
13,735,033

120,000
3,486,269
23,929,441

10,056,750
66,069,160

122,102
10,441,440

1,775,044,800
62,648,640
(41,765,760)

2,038,346,481
49,941,519

11.1%

301,757,616
208,828,800
(42,830,355)
467,756,061

27,000Campaign cost

ASSUMPTIONS YEAR 1
(2018)

YEAR 2 YEAR 3 YEAR 4 YEAR 5 TOTAL



ICO Bonus Schedule

Purchases of 50 - 300 ether will generate a 10% bonus.  

Purchases above 300 ether will receive a 20% bonus.    

Post ICO Supply Schedule

Beginning in Q4 post ICO completion, 31% of ROOTS will, in 

total, be released, at a rate of 2.07% per quarter. Thus, the 

beginning of Q4-Q18 will see a small amount released each 

quarter. Q1 is defined as beginning the day after the last day 

of the ICO. 

The above rate has been chosen so the release schedule will, 

based on reasonable organizational growth, be outstripped by 

the purchases of ROOTS by RootProject, which include the 

10% crowdfunding fee, the pension fund and negotiated large 

scale charity projects. That is, releases of liquidity into the 

market will be less than demand growth. 

Should these projections appear to be inaccurate in a given 

quarter, the release schedule will be slowed to protect 

investors and "pensioners."2017, RootProject ©
Confidential & Proprietary.
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ICO

Ten Billion ROOTS ERC20 tokens will be created on the 

Ethereum blockchain during the ICO campaign. No more 

ROOTS  shall ever be created.

To fund initial operations, RootProject will hold an ICO on 

April 17 - 19, 2018, selling 18.5% of the total supply to sale 

participants. It will last for a period of 14 days or until 1.85 

billion ROOTS are sold. The public sale will involve just $4 

million worth of ROOTS. $1 USD worth of ETH - as 

measured at time of transfer - will purchase 88.5 ROOTS 

tokens.  The private sales will involve $9 million.  Tokens 

will become transferable within a week after the ICO.

Pre-ICO

In order to fund start-up expenses, RootProject held a 

limited pre-ICO, from July 10, 2017, and ended on July 28, 

2017, raised over $500,000, despite its soft cap of 

$100,000.  Token purchasers in the pre-ICO received a 

65% bonus over the ICO rate.



Conditional on decisions by tax authorities concerning the 

status of the non-profit, 10% of ROOTS will be reserved for 

employees, to align investor and employee interest. This 

portion will be vested to employees over a 12 quarter period 

beginning in the second year of the organization.

7% will be held in a fund to compensate project initiators as 

ex-plained above. 7% will be used for unaffiliated developer’s 

incentives. 6% will go towards an establishment of an 

economic research fund. 2% of the ICO total is reserved to 

compensate those taking part in the bounty campaign.

The remaining 20% will be held in a contingency fund to cover 

special projects, mainly to partially match large donors 

projects. As with the release of real time crowdfunding data, 

an emphasis will be put on investor communication and 

transparency, so investors will operate with as full an 

information set as possible.
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Token Distribution

34%

0.5%

20%18.5%

31%

7%

7%

6% 10%



A Word of Caution

Mixing market forces with society’s most disempowered is a 

fraught exercise. Often, vulnerable people separate themselves 

from society precisely because they are too vulnerable to inter-

act with it safely. 

Forces from the tech world, in particular, have sometimes 

ended up doing indirect but serious harm while trying to do 

good through charitable or political organizations.  Classic 

examples include closing down failing schools and opening 

better schools blocks away, forcing students to cross 

pre-existing gang lines. Or fwd.us’ grossly incompetent 

‘bipartisan’ lobbying campaign.

While their intentions were good, the source of failure was a 

lack of domain-specific knowledge and the inability to 

recognize that lack - even as it was painfully obvious to 

actual policy experts in academia and elsewhere. Many such 

experts had to watch as their recommendations were swept 

aside by new, tech-connected interest groups.

Among our team, Drs. Judge and Koman are well-positioned 

to proceed with caution - to reach out to, and foster, 

committees and communities of expertise. This business 

plan will be executed with the rigor, prudence and humility 

necessary to build first-rate institutions.
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